Halakhic Responses to Past Pandemics
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Case #1: Moses and Aaron stop the plague after Korah’s rebellion:

Numbers 17: 9-15

9 the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, 10 "Remove yourselves from this community, that I may annihilate them in an instant." They fell on their faces. 11 Then Moses said to Aaron, "Take the fire pan, and put on it fire from the altar. Add incense and take it quickly to the community and make expiation for them. For wrath has gone forth from the Lord: the plague has begun!" 12 Aaron took it, as Moses had ordered, and ran to the midst of the congregation, where the plague had begun among the people. He put on the incense and made expiation for the people; 13 he stood between the dead and the living until the plague was checked. 14 Those who died of the plague came to fourteen thousand and seven hundred, aside from those who died on account of Korah. 15 Aaron then returned to Moses at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, since the plague was checked.

Note that Moses and Aaron act decisively here to rescue the people—the very people who just before had rebelled against their authority. Crisis can be an opportunity for noble leadership, or for political payback. The sons of Amram set a high bar for Jewish leadership in a crisis. In the Talmud (Bava Kamma 60b) the rabbis give practical advice when plague comes to town—don’t walk down the middle of the street, because the angel of death has permission to walk about brazenly.1

Epidemics are discussed frequently in the responsa literature using the terms magefah, dever, ippush ha’avir, shinui ha’avir. The first two are biblical terms, plague and pestilence. The latter two refer to dangerous air, reflecting the pre-modern (and current) conviction that many contagions are airborne.

---

1 בבלי בבא קמא דף ס עמוד ב ת”ר: דברעיר - אל יהלך אדם באמצע הדרך, מפני ש.XtraEditorsל המות מהלך באמצע הדרכים, דכיון דיהיבא ליה רשותא מסגי להדיא.

Question: Fleeing from place to place during an epidemic—can this help a person or not, for if it is written on Rosh HaShanah that they are to die, what benefit will come from fleeing? And if they are written for life, then what harm is there in remaining?2

Response: Rabbi Duran’s reply is extensive—true, every person has a fixed lifespan, as taught in the Torah, Prophets and Writings, and confirmed by the rabbis. On the other hand, we know that Rabbenu Nissim fled the plague twice, and the rabbis give many recommendations for how to avoid or recover from illness. On Rosh HaShanah some people are sentenced to life and others to death, but then some are left unresolved. It is this middle category that requires attention. He interprets the Talmud’s statement that during a plague a person should avoid the middle of the road metaphorically. In general, in life we should stick to moderation, not too hot, not too cold, but in an emergency, one should go to extremes to protect their health. And so, run! Rabbi Duran does not address the problem that people in flight could become vectors of infection, since they did not yet have germ theory. Today of course we understand the importance of quarantine.

So it is with the plague—those who serve [God] are written on Rosh HaShanah for life and are rescued; those who rebel were written for death, and even if they were to hide in the hidden places or in grottoes by the sea, from there a snake will be sent to strike them, and it will not help them to hide or flee. As for the many who flee the plague, they may die in the place to which they fled, or will die upon their return, for they have already been written for death. But those who did not serve [God] nor did they rebel, and were not written either for life or death, and their hour has not yet arrived, and they remain within the realm of possibility—if they arrange their conduct properly or flee, they can be saved, but if they remain and do not arrange their conduct properly, they might die. About them it is said, “hide for a time until the anger passes” (Isaiah 26:20).

2 שלמה הלוי ב"ש הורשע"ב" שפרץ פנים. שאלת. והנה דבר מכם עלון עלון לא חיוו ולא שכר נחב ברארש.
Case #3. Can people in quarantine make a minyan? Rabbi Haim Yosef David Azulai (1724-1806), known as Hid”a, served at the end of his life as the rabbinic leader of Leghorn (Livorno) in Italy. In his Shulhan Arukh commentary Mahazik Brakhah (OH 54:11), he addressed the religious lives of Jews being kept in a Lazaretto, a quarantine facility:

In these lands there is a practice of [interning visitors] in a Lazaretto—if there are two groups that are not permitted to contact one another, six in one house and four in another house, and they are divided in these groups by law [may they form a minyan]? I heard from one rabbi, our beloved friend, may God protect and bless him, that while they are there, if the four could gather by the entrance of their house—since they can see each other—could they join together [to form a minyan] or not? In my inexpert opinion it seems that they could join together, for after all they are not allowed to gather together, and there is a guard in the field before the entrance, and there is also no room to step outside, for it is a narrow space, and is a public thoroughfare. In such a case they are not allowed to gather together by decree of the king and the public officials. And these four have tried to gather by the entrance to show them their faces, which is like [the Talmud’s case] showing one’s face through a window, who is permitted to join [the minyan]. This is a similar case, and more so, because it is absolutely impossible for them to be together, or even to come close. And since there are several authorities [who permit joining separate groups to make a minyan], we should rely on them, so that forty days [i.e., quarantine] will not be wasted with no public prayer, and they won’t hear Kaddish and Kedushah. And we have also written [about a man standing] in a veranda, or in the women’s gallery—as long as he tries to come down a bit closer to the gathering [below] and can show them his face, we can rely [on precedent] to join them, and all the more so in this case.